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Rationale.—Our lives are destined to change. One of the major
forces for change in all modern and technological societies is due to the
impact of science on these societies. In spite of the tremendous changes
in education during the past century, these changes have hardly kept pace
with change in society which have resulted from discoveries in science
and their impact through technology. We can no longer rely on certain pro
cedures, techniques, customs, practices, or even inventions to fulfill all
our needs. In a dynamic society, such as the one in which we live, all
our energy is required. We must keep constant vigilance merely to survive.
Educators, industrialists, scientists, engineers, and the "common man,"
must work for the most rapid development of a national consciousness in
which science is correctly identified as the most powerful social force of
our time, and as a way of solving our most important and dramatic social
and other problems.1 Further, the important application of scientific and
technological inventions and discoveries to our society not only affect
our democratic value system, but science and technology have created vast
opportunities for human advancement which we are now utilizing. Today,
for example, there is no scientific or technological reason for continued
war and pestilence, or for many of our problems of human relations.
Ward K. Weaver, "Science and the Curriculum," School Science
and Mathematics, II (February, 1959), p. 70.
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Millions of taxpayers dollars have been spent to provide in
creased science educational opportunities for American Youth. Equipment
and facilities were provided, also training programs for the student and
his teacher. In 1953* the Congress of the United States enacted a bill
creating the National Science Foundation. In 1951*, the National Science
Foundation Conference Program brought together approximately 100 leading
educators to a Southeastern Work Conference. These educators looked
sincerely and critically at our present science curriculum. One concern
of the committee was the imbalance of scientific potential between strictly
scientific and other human activities.
Since 1950, science education in America has grown through pro
visions offered to in-service teachers. These opportunities are provided
by agencies such as the National Science Foundation. One of the programs
of the National Science Foundation is the framework of providing training
for in-service teachers comparable to the discoveries and knowledge of
modern findings in science. Thousands of American science teachers have
studied and profited educationally by this Act of Congress,
In January, 1959, idle American Institute of Biological Science
(AIBS), organized the Biological Science Curriculum Study (BSCS) as on©
of its major educational activities. The BSCS has its headquarters on
the campus of the University of Colorado and has been supported financially
by the National Science Foundation. BSCS materials were developed over a
four year period by teams of writers, including some one hundred outstand
ing research biologists, and high school biology teachers. Evaluation of
the new BSCS Biology curricula can be divided into two broad phases. In
the first phase, evaluation is based on experimental materials designed
to: (1) determine the feasibility of use of the materials with the
intended student groupsj (2) improve the versions through feedback on
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testing; (3) develop curricula materials, since tests are a teaching device
and so are part of the new curricula; and (it) learn as much as possible
about the effective use of the BSCS material. The second phase is con
cerned with the evaluation of the commercial editions. These two evalu
ative phases attempt to determine the extent to which BSGS materials meet
the objectives of the writers and also seek to measure relative student
performance in terms of these objectives.
In all areas of education there have been trends. These trends
point out strengths and weaknesses, or successes and/or failures. These
trends are influenced by national, international, economic, political and
social forces. We may say that a combination of all these forces have
contributed to the present concern as it expresses itself in the science
curriculum. There is a trend for "continuity in science experience."
The "K-12" program develops a science curriculum from the kindergarten
through high school. Continuity of experience in science means more than
just a sequence of subjects; it also means a sequence of larger concepts,
problems, and principles or generalizations in many areas within a cur
ricula organization that serve the purposes of the school.
According to Brandwein, some of the recent trends are:
1. Diversification - In this trend an attempt is
made to meet the needs and interests of various
kinds of young people.
2. A change in the purpose of instruction - Many
high school courses were given over to pre
paredness for college; today, these courses are
being modified and made significant and opera
tional in the lives of young people as they
develop toward adulthood. The memorization of
information is not the sole purpose of instruction;
^Hulda Grobman, "The Framework and Rationale of the B. S. C. S.
Evaluation Program," B. S. C. S. Newsletter, No. 19 (March, 1963),
pp. 6-16.
concept formation through problem solving is
gaining increased importance*
3. Individualization of instruction - There is an
attempt within any class activity to involve
as many individuals as possible, and to allow
all interests to display themselves.
k» Correlation of subject matter - Where a problem
of wide implication is introduced, it is very
often handled in many areas.
f>. Increase in laboratory work.
6. Increase in the use of mathematics - Very few
aspects of scientific research can be done
without reliance on mathematics. Mathematics
is a language of science, aside from being a
pure science itself.
7. Science as a way of life - Science is a part of
the humanities, it deals with the aspirations
and creative accomplishment of men. It deals
with such questions as: What is life? Who is
man? In/hat is his place on earth? Increasingly,
science is contributing information toward these
persistent questions not necessarily to answer
them, but to enlarge their meaning^'-
Evolution of the problem.—This study concerns itself with what
influence has participating in the Atlanta University National Science
Foundation Program had on improvement of general education and on teacher
disciplines in the participants respective schools? General education is
meant to suggest education for all, looking first to the education of the
individual as a human being living in our present and future society.
Hence, general education is meant to integrate as well as differentiate.
Miere science is used to integrate it is meant for all young people in
all the various areas of study to be enabled to solve those problems in
which science plays a part and especially the need of citizens to co
operate with experts such as doctors, engineers, scientists and others.
* l. *. m5^?6?1' Paul F#> ¥atson» Fletcher, and Blackwoor, Paul. A
Book of Methods (New Yorks Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1958),p.~96.
Miere science is used to differentiate, it does, indeed, look to the
development of experts in science and science-related areas.
Hundreds of science teachers from all over the United States
and from various levels of assignments of teaching have been reci
pients of N. S. F. grants at Atlanta University. It is of educational
significance to inquire into, and possibly to acquire valid information
that will reveal the relative influence these teachers, in their local
teaching situation, have had on changing the curriculum and their
fellow teachers in the directions required.
Contribution to educational knowledge,—It is postulated that
this investigation may reveal definite accomplishments of N. S, F.
trained teachers with regard to methods and outcomes resulting from
participating in N. S. F. Institutes, It is hoped that many of the
results will be practical and adaptable for use by other science
teachers throughout -fee nation.
Statement of the problem.—The problem of this study was to
identify the philosophy and methods of teaching Biology which partici
pants at Atlanta University N, 3. F, Institutes attribute to their
studies at the Atlanta University H, S, F. Institutes, Specifically





U, Philosophy and objectives
5, Methods and materials
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Purpose of the study.---With the return of the questionnaire,
it was deemed advisable not to report the "Before™ and "After11 find
ings. The purposes of this study were to:
!• Determine the extent of performance of science
teachers trained in N. S. F. Institutes at Atlanta
University*
2. Determine the influence N. S. F. trained teachers
have had on their co-working science teachers.
3* Determine the extent of science courses taught by
M» S. F. trained teachers.
Definition of terms.—
1« Science Curriculum -The science courses that are
offered and actually taught in a school.
2* Versions - The three B. S. C. S. approaches in
presenting the new biology courses designated by
green, blue, and yellow versions*
3« Integrate - Using related materials throughout the
grades*
Locale of the study.—This study included subjects who teach
in twelve states and fifty cities. The study was conducted in Atlanta
and Macon, Georgia in 196U*
Subjects and material.—The subjects were the 280 persons
that attended Atlanta University under the sponsorship of the National
Science Foundation Program*
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Method of research*—The method of research used for this study
was tiie "Descriptive Survey." This type of research was selected because
of the technique for acquiring the information needed for this study was
the opinionairre-questionnaire. From the data gathered, charts were made,
and appropriate statistical analyses and treatment of the data were
utilized to achieve the purposes of the research. The instrument was
constructed from findings in related literature and conferences with my
advisors. The questionnaire was validated by adn&nstering it to a
selected group of fellow students enrolled at Atlanta University* The
final results received are presented in the final thesis copy*
Research procedures*—
1. A thorough investigation of related literature was made.
This was done to find correlated information pertinent
to this particular study. This was also done to give a
clearer prospective for completing step two*
2. Certain necessary information to conduct this study was
obtained from the file of the director of the N. S. F.
Program at Atlanta University.
3. Using the remainder of this semester as the time limit
for this study by
a. Making the instrument
b. Sending out the instrument
c. Receiving the instrument
d. Analyzing the data from the instrument
U* Writing the thesis in relation to the data received and
drawing conclusions*
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Survey of related literature.--The literature selected and re
viewed in this study was selected for its contribution and its pertinence
to this problem.
In recent years a critical examination of goals in science in
struction has taken place. One important aim of science education is
improving the ability to think critically.1
Educators from time to time should re-examine their philosophy
and re-state their goals. This is vitally important because human beings
are goal seeking creatures and are controlled by their goals, their pre-
ceptions, and their evaluation of that behavior. Different individuals
have different degrees of awareness of their goals; this awareness is one
of the important factors that affect our preception, our thinking, our
behavior, and our accomplishments. Those with higher awareness of their
goals usually have clearer preceptions, more adequate behavior in terms
of its effectiveness.
Goals that should be emphasized by science teachers every minute
of our school day are: (l) Developing the rational thinking of the
childrenj (2) Helping in developing a value systemj (3) Developing some
general understanding in the field of science j and (U) Maintaining and
promoting the interest in science that the children usually have.2
William Kastrinos, "The Eelationship of Two Methods of Teaching
To The Development of Critical Thinking By High School Students In
Advanced Biology," Science Education, Vol. U8 (March l?6ij,)p. 21*.
2
"Teaching Science," Science Education. (March, 196JU), pp. 195-
199 •
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Although a substantial number of research studies have been con
ducted, trends in Science Education have been characterized by a number
of changes. These changes have been identified as embodying a dissat
isfaction with general science curricula because of the repetition and
duplication they contain, a firming up of the provisions of the ninth
year programs in earth science, biology, physical science (with emphasis
on atomic and molecular structure, basic chemical reactions, and physical
phenomena), more class time, usually with two laboratory periods each week,
"increased emphasis on laboratory work with much attention being paid to
open-ended experiments,11 increased stress on academic content, provision
of electives, expanding offerings of college courses with advanced study,
planning of science courses with the collaboration of outstanding
"scientists" (e. g., PSCS and BSCS), more emphasis on mathematics, physic?,
chemistry, and less on biology, experimentation with curricula, summer
institutes for gifted students, and improved equipment and modernization
of laboratories resulting largely through NDEA funds.
Johnson's list of changes appropriate for elementary and Junior
high schools are are follows:
1. From much subject matter to less
2. From one problem-solving method to many
relatively-instructured methods
3. From much use of one book in a series to the
use of many books.
h» From emphasis on accumulative knowledge to an
emphasis on how to find and create knowledge
•^National Society for the Study of Education, A Program For
The Study of Education, Thirty-First Yearbook, Part 2, (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1932), p. 60.
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$. From facts and factual concepts to skills in
inquiry as teaching goals
6. From teacher-selected concepts as teaching goals
to concepts as they arise in confirming or
rejecting hypotheses
7. From the terms, "elementary science" and "general
science" to "science"
8. From reliance on qualitative observations to
stress on making and recording quantitative
observations
9. From films that stress a body of knowLedge to
films that report one or a series of experiments
10. From science experiences as preparation for secondary
schools science to experiences for the basic education
of all pupils.
11* From science as something to be learned from books to
something that grows out of a series of experiments
12. From a program based on topics, limited concepts,
and experiments to one based on a more fundamental
frame of reference
13. From great attention to the uses of science including
technology to more attention to science
Ik. From science built on a limited understanding of
mathematics to science to more attention to science
In I960, Hansen showed N. S. F. Institutes to be one of the
professional activities of teachers associated with high-achievement
with high school students in Iowa.
Bernal stated that the first objective is to provide enough
understanding of the place of science in society to enable the great
majority that will not be actively engaged in scientific pursuits to
•^Philip G. Johnson, "Changing Directions in Elementary and
Junior High School Science," School Life, VL (October,1962), pp. 29-30.
2
Ralph K. Hansen, "Action Research in Teacher Education,"
Journal of Teacher Education, Vol. 10 (October, 1959), p. 21.
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collaborate intelligently with those who are, and to be able to appreciate
or criticize the effects of science on society. The second objective,
which is not entirely distinct is to give a practical understanding of
scientific method, sufficient to be applicable to the problems which the
citizen has to face in his individual and social life.
Yon established the nature of the institute program from his
2
survey of institute sponsors. Academic year institutes were also shown
to result in favorable outcomes.
The Murphy study in I960, indicated that the area of curriculum
revision where science education research has been at its peak, and that
federal government policies, scientists other than educators, and private
foundations have been the major factors influential in effecting changes.^
Recent reviews pertaining to research in science curricula found
that "probably the most important trend was from a Newtonian to an Atomic
picture of the universe." A corollary trend was from consideration of
the various physical aspects as separate disciplines to recognition of
their unity. These trends brought increased awareness of the importance
of science as a method and the transient value of certain science sub
ject matter.
Blanc, Low, and Mathes in 1958, analyzed materials published in
various cities to determine science education trends in subject-matter
^•John D. Bernal, "Science Teaching in General Education,"
Science and Society, Vol. IV, No. 1, (Winter, 1S>UO).
2
John Yon. Science and Mathematics at Academic Year Institutes.
Pennsylvania School Journal, No. 106:202 (January, 19^8).
Louise R. Murphy. Educational Directory. Part I,(Federal
Government and States), 1960-61.
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areas and for particular grade levels. As their survey showed, there
was much recent activity in curriculum revision. The National Education
Association Research Division Survey of 1958, showed that "more than half
of the schools were engaged in science curriculum review and revision
before the first Russian satellite was orbited.
Although activity in course development has been at an un
precedented level, with the trend toward New National Curricula such as
those of the Physical Science Study Committee (PSSC) and the Chemical
Board Approach Projects, reports of accompanying research study have been
minimal, ■*■
Achievement tests, rather than student reaction were the usual
criteria for determing the success of varied techniques of classroom
instruction. Such was the case of Mark's research in 1958 in which the
investigator found that students who had employed the problem-solving
laboratory experiences significantly out-performed on tests of interpret
ation of scientific knowledge, other students who had used laboratory
manuals in their laboratory experiences. O'Conell in 1958, compared the
effects of descriptive learning with inductive and deductive laboratory
learning experiences in science in producing differential achievement.
Orlich made a study of the methods of teaching science in the
state of Montana. He found that the methods used were adequate enough
to provide a functional science experience, incorporation of some of the
newly developed methods adapted to the circumstances of the individual
teachers could probably help to improve the science instruction, and in
e u ■, t,^avid Cohen« The Significance of Recent Research In Secondary
School Science Education. (Michigan State nni***,**? pt».«, gt *-
Lansing, Michigan) 1961u
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general, it was found that more traditional methods were the ones most
frequently used by the high school science teachers in that state.
Weaver stated that a philosophy is a representation of preference
for a way of life. The American way of life is that of democracy. The
first concern in a democracy is for the human organism. All our insti
tutions exist for the purpose of promoting the individuals1 growth. Our
goal is shared life in which each individual can seek, and find in his
sharing, a unique role distinctive of his own peculiar pattern of becoming
Our people believe that their system of free universal compulsory educa
tion will produce intelligent effective participant-citizens. We must
conclude therefore, that science education must also be a discipline of
the individual for intelligent effective participant-citizenship. The
movement of education toward a standpoint from which it sees itself as
consciously striving to build democracy is the most important development
of the twentieth century.*
Summary of related literature.—The literature survey in this
study was chosen for its pertinence to the problem, and for the contri
bution that it made to the interpretation to the findings of this study,
Mallinson's forecast that "for better or for worse, depending
on one's viewpoint, the institute programs are likely to continue
throughout the foreseeable future," the outcomes of these institutes
derive additional importance. Those who have conducted or attended these
in-service programs generally express favorable reaction to them.2
Edward K. Weaver. "A Philosophy for a Sound Science Education
Program," Education, Vol. 80, (September, 19$0) pp. 350-301.
n
'George Mallison, Summer Institutes As Graduate Programs. A
Report Prepared and Presented to the Midwest Conference on Graduate Study
and Research, 1962. (Mimeographed).
Parker's study of the effects of eight K. S. F. Institutes in
Louisiana showed that more than ninety percent of these teacher partici
pants and their Principals reported an upgrading of teaching ability and
enthusiasm.^-
= Hansen showed N. S. F. Institutes to be one of the professional
activities of teachers associated with high achievement with high school
students in Iowa.^
Yon, in 1956, established the nature of the institute program
from his survey of institutes sponsors. Academic year institutes were
also shown to result in favorable outcomes.3
The Murphy (I960) study indicated that the area of curriculum re
vision where science education research has been at its peak, federal
government policies, scientists other than educators, and private founda
tions have been the major factors influential in effecting changes. Recent
reviews pertaining to research in science curricula found that "probably
the most important trend was from a Newtonian to an Atomic Picture of the
Universe." A corollary trend was from consideration of the various
physical sciences as separate disciplines to recognition of their unity.
These trends brought increased awareness of the importance of science as
a method and the transient value of certain science subject matter.
The National Education Association Research Division Survey (1958)
showed that more than half of the schools were engaged in science
^•Garland Parker, "Statistics of Attendance in American Universities
and Colleges, 1960-1961," School and Society, Vol. 89 (January, 1961),
pp. 3-18.
2Ralph K. Hansen, loc. cit.
3





curriculum review and revision before the first Russian satellite was
orbited, however, although activity in course development has been at
an unprecedented level, with the trend toward new National Curricula
such as those of the Physical Science Study Committee and the Chemical
Board Approach Projects, reports of aeeon^anying research have been
CHAPTER II
ORGANIZATION AND TREATMENT OF DATA
Organization of material.—This chapter presents an analysis and
interpretation of the data obtained through the administration of a
questionnaire.
The data of this study were organized according to the three parts
of the data-gathering instrument*
Part I of the questionnaire dealth with personal data which in
cluded information about the size of the school, sex, age, type of gradu
ation, length of National Science Foundation training, number of biology
classes and number of teaching hours, and the periods of preparation
given to prepare for teaching assignments.
Part II of the questionnaire dealt with the types of facilities,
methods of teaching, the kind of text book, and the type of school.
Part III dealt with the curriculum, class procedure, philosophy,
content, and organization of science courses.
The personal data gathered in Part I of the questionnaire were
tabulated and organized into twelve tables*
Part I - Personal Data
Sex,—Table 1 presents data on sex. These data indicate that 75
or 60 percent of the respondents were males, and $0 or hO percent were
females. Statistical data revealed that more males apply and are
16
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consequently accepted in National Science Foundation Institutes at
Atlanta University*• It is true that a greater number of females have
chosen elementary education and other fields of secondary education«








Size of school,—Table 2 presents data on the size of the school.
These data indicated that 100 or 80 percent of the respondents come from
schools with an enrollment less than 2000 f and ?S» or 20 percent of the
schools had an enrollment exceeding 2000. With 80 percent of the re
spondents working in situations with an enrollment below 2000, this
might suggest a reason for inadequate equipment. Most of these schools
were small schools that consolidated without proper consideration for the
science offerings*
j2^es_attended,—Table 3 presents data
on the type of undergraduate college attended* These data indicated that
110, or 88 percent attended a liberal arts collegej 15, or 12 percent


















It is inferred that because a greater number of persons attend
liberal arts colleget they have broader contact with subject-matter
that enables a non-specialized teacher to do a more effective calibre of
teaching.
TifflLE 3
TYPES OF UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGES ITTENDED









Year of graduation.—Table h presents data on the year of gradu
ation* The greatest percentage were graduated in 1957 <, 1958? and 1959«
These were years when the largest number of World Mar II veterans'
children were graduated from colleges, began their teaching careers, and
sought to continue their studies®
TABLE h
YEAR OF GRADUATION










1951 a 3 1/5
1950 k 3 1/5
Total 125 100
Length of MSF traning«—Table 5 presents data indicating the
number of weeks a participant has been trained under the National Science
Foundation Program. These data show that 75$ or 60 percent have had
20
nine weeksj 20, or 16 percent have had eighteen weeksj lf>, or 12 percent
have had twenty-seven weeks of training! 10, or 8 percent have had
thirty-sax weeks of trainingand that $, or k percent have had above thirty-
six weeks of training. It is significant that all of these teachers had
received special training in N. S. F. Institutes which qualified many of
the for advanced degrees, and greater responsibilities in their schools
TABLE $
LENGTH OF N. 5. F. TRAINING







Number of classes,—Table 6 presents data which concern the
number of biology classes taught,, These data indicated that 2$$ or 20
percent taught five biology classes daily; 30, or 2k percent taught
four biology classes dailyj $$, or hk percent taught three biologr
classes dailyj 10, or 8 percent taught two biology classes daily* and 5
or h percent taught only one biology elass each day. These data in
dicated a concern of administrators to keep classes at an average of






























PeriodsjDfjgrega,ra.tion.--Table 7 presents data that concern the
number of periods assigned to science teachdrs to prepare for their daily
class schedule. The data indicated that 115* or 92 percent were not
given time in the daily schedule to prepare for his teaching dutiesj 10s
or 8 percent were given one assigned periods for preparation* and one of
the respondents was given two periods for preparation Because admini
strators did not schedule periods for science teachers to prepare for
their classes, many laboratory exercises were unsuccessful and students
failed to gain the impact <£ the science class»
TABLE 7
PERIODS FOR PREPARATION











Part II - Types of Facilities$ Kind of Textbook^ Method of Teaching*
and Type of School
Types of Facilities.—Table 8 presents data on types of facil
ities. These data indicated the following types of facilitiesi
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combination classroom and laboratory with facility for one sciencej
combination classroom and laboratory with facility for two sciences j,
combination classroom and laboratory with facility for all sciencesj
separate recitation room and laboratory with facility for all sciences|
separate recitation room and laboratory! and rooms primarily designed
for non-science courses*
Basically science courses are hampered because most science
classroom were designed for non-science courses5 this had its bad effects
on many potential science students.
TABLE 8
TIPES OF FACILITIES
Item Number of Responses Percentage
Combination classroom and
laboratory for one science
Combination classroom and
laboratory for two sciences
Combination classroom and
laboratory for all sciences
Separate recitation room
and laboratory













Textbooks.—Table 9 presents data on textbooks used by biology








as main textbooks. However, the number of up-to-date textbooks are few.
The textbooks being used were rated as goody but needed supplementing
with current material. Biology textbooks are mainly out-of-date because
of the rapid change is accumulating knowledge about recent discoveries.
TABLE 9
TEXTBOOKS





Teaching methods.—Table 10 presents data that concern teaching
methods. These data indicated that no one method or any one set of
methods can be established as "the one method,11 or "the one set of
methods." It was shown that methods are individualized so that they
bring the best possible results for a given situation. Methods were
established on a "trial? those practices that gained satisfactory re
sults were instituted, but flexibility was maintained to emcompass the
new ones#
Part III
Curriculum, Philosophy, and Content
The data from Part III deals with the curriculum, teacher
philosophy, and content organisation*
TABLE 10
TEACHING METHODS
Items (Method and Activity) Number of Responses
Recitation from textbook assignment
Free discussions based on topical assignments
Problem solving or developmental lessons
Discussions led by teachers























Table 11 presents data on curriculunu These data on curriculum
indicated that 100, or 80 percent had nothing to do with the making of
•Hue science curriculum; 10, or 9 percent were casually consulted! and
only 15, or 12 percent had actually helped in making the curriculum.
Science offerings would be more suitable if science teachers
were made a part of the curriculum committee. These teacher have had
25
N. S. P. training and are aware of the new courses* techniques, and
materials being used in an up-to-date curriculum.
TABLE 11
CURRICULUM
Item Number of Responses Percentage
Helped to make curriculum 15 12
Did not help in making curriculum 100 80
Were casually consulted 10 8
Total 125 100
Philosophy*—Table 12 presents data that concerns teachers
basic beliefs. These data obtained indicated a variety of basic beliefs
common to many respondents relative to their profession.
Each individual's philosphy reflects his basic set of ideals and
his pattern of behavior in the classroom. Basically, many of the same
traits listed reflect actually a cross section of the respondents ideals;
however, to indicate a comprehensive picture, individual traits are listed
separately. All the respondents indicated these ideals as a part of their
philosophyt
1. Making science functional in living
2. Developing understandings, attitudes, appreciations
3» Developing scientific thinking
ii. Building better citizenship
5. Arousing and broadening interests, etc.
26
6. Laying the foundation for further scientific work
These ideals from such a cross-section of individuals suggest
that teachers have healthy attitudes toward pupils and their profession,
TABLE 12
PHILOSOPHY
Item Number of Responses Percentage
Transmission of the heritage 100 80
Making science functional in living 125 100
Developing understanding, attitudes, 125 100
appreciations
Meeting needs of adolesence 75 60
Developing scientific thinking 125 100
Building better citizenship 125 100
Arousing and broadening interests, etc. 125 100
Developing enthusiasm for a particular 50 liO
area of science
Preparation for college 25 20
Resolution of conflict between science 10 00.08
and religion
Laying foundation for further 125 100
scientific work
Developing better human relations 80 6k
Meeting community needs 70 52
Following group interest 60 1$
Developing Christian character kO 32
CHAPTER III
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
Introductory statement*--The major emphasis of this research was
concerned with the discovery of whether or not participants in the
Atlanta University N. S« F, Institutes changed their behavior as a
result of N. S. F. participation. The subjects of this study were the
280 science teachers who have participated in the Atlanta University
science institutes since 1953* Specific techniques of the questionnaire
were employed to obtain the data pertinent to the study*
Rationale.—A major concern of Americans since 19E& has been to
bridge the gap between the scientific achievements of the scientifically
trained personnel in Russia and other European countries as compared
with American technical and scientific achievements*
The progress of Russia in the nuclear field, and the launching of
Sputnik, spurred America to launch a "crash,11 and very definite effective
scientific program to equalize the existing differences between the two
countries. Millions of dollars were appropriated and channeled to
colleges and universities for specialized and individualized training for
America's science teachers. As a result of the National Science Found
ation Act, the 125 subjects used in this study have received specialized
training. Many of these high school science teachers had had adequate
training for their respective teaching duties, however, with the many
27
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discoveries in science and the technological advances since their gradu
ation, it was necessary to modernise and up-grade the training of these
subjects.
Evolution of the problem.—Effective teaching has long been a
goal of educators. Effective teaching is more than implantation of
ideas and principles. Effective teaching can best be observed in the
responses students make in their choice of an occupation and the contri
bution made to society through that occupation. The aforementioned
statement is terminal, however, short range goals are observeable. The
goals may include conformity of rejection to a pattern of living that is
already established. Realising that in the "experimental method" routine
living or observation may not acconipligh the desired end.
Some methods to establish effective teadhing have been erronously
accepted. These methods were geared to visitations and observations in
the classroom, wherein various methods employed by the individual teacher
were observed, analyzed, accepted, or rejected. This study was based on
discovery of What influences the N. S. F. Institutes at Atlanta University
have had on general education and on teacher disciplines in their respec
tive schools.
Contribution to educational knowledge.—This study has revealed
positive and definite accomplishments and contributions made to the
field of education, to the individual student, and to curriculum builders,
as a result of the subjects participating in National Science Foundation
Institutes at Atlanta University. It was documented that administrators
sought and relied on the participants to reshape a more desirable and
effective science curriculum. Participants started in their school
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seminars to share and train fellow-teachers on newer approaches in
scientific investigatiinns. Participants views and philosophies
broadened to includes (l) Transmission of heritage, (2) Developing
scientific thinking, (3) Laying foundations for further scientific work*
(10 Developing understandings, attitudes, and appreciations, (5) Making
science functional in living, and (6) Developing broad field approach.
Stateroent_ofthe problem.—The study was concerned with discover
ing what influence the National Science Foundation Institutes at Atlanta
University had on the 125 subjects, as to their disciplines, methods of
teaching, content, competence in the "New Science" disciplines, before
and after attending the Atlanta University N. 5. F. Institutes.
Limitation and scope of tfoft study»—The study was limited to the
Individuals selected as Biology participants in Atlanta University
National Science Foundation Institutes. There were no "on the scene11
visitations and no conferences with students or teachers at their schools.
This study was also limited because all the individuals did not return
the questionnaire.
Purpose of the study.—The pirposes of this study were to
1. Note the difference,, if any, in the performance of
science teachers before and after participation in
N. S. F. Institutes at Atlanta University,
2. Discover the influences if any, N. S. F, trained
teachers have had on their co-working science
teachers that were not trained by the N. S.F. program,
as to methods, content, and procedures.
3. Discover the differences, if any, in science courses
taught by N. S. F. trained teachers as compared to
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the science courses taught fey science teachers not
trained by the N. S. F. program.
Definition of terms.—
1. Science Curriculum - The science courses that are offered
and actually taught in a school.
2. Versions - The three Biological Science Curriculum Study
approaches in presenting the new biology.
3. Integrate » Using related materials throughout the grades.
Locale of the study.—This study included subjects who teach in
twelve states and fifty cities. The study was conducted in Atlanta and
Macon, Georgia during the academic year 1963-61j and continued during the
summer of 196k»
Method of research.—The method of research used in this study was
the "Descriptive-Survey." The questionnaire was the specific instrument
used to obtain data pertinent to the study.
Subjects.—The subjects of this study were the Biologr parti
cipants in Atlanta University National Science Foundation Institutes.
Materials.—One comprehensive instrument, with three sections was
used in this study.
Fart I dealt with personal data including information about the
sisse of the school, sex, age* type of graduating institution, date of
graduation, length of National Science Foundation training, number of
biology classes, number of teaching hours, and the period of preparation
given to prepare for the teaching assignment.
Part II dealt with the types of facilities, methods of teaching,
the kind of textbook used and the type of school.
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Part III was concerned with curriculum and class procedures
philosophy and content and organization
Research procedure«—The procedure used in conducting the research
was as followsi
1. The related literature was reviewed.
2. Permission was requested and obtained from the director
of the N. S. Fs Program at Atlanta University to use
necessary information*
3. The persons selected were Biology participants.
k» The instrument was sent to toe selected persons with
self-addressed stamped envelopes enclosed*
5» The data were gathered through the use of the
questionnaires
6. The data were analyzed and interpreted*
7. Findings$ conclusions, and implications derived
from the analysis and interpretation of the data
were formulated and presented in the study.
Summary of related literature.--The literature survey in this
study was chosen for its pertinence to the problem, and for the contri
bution that it made to the interpretation to the findings of this study.
Mallinson's forecast that "for better or for worse, depending on
one's viewpoint, the institute programs are likely to continue through
out the foreseeable future," the outcomes of these institutes derive
additional importance. Those who have conducted or attended these in-
service programs generally express favorable reaction to them.1
^Mallison, loc. cit.
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Parker's study of the effects of eight N. s. F. Institutes in
Louisana showed that more than ninety percent of those teacher partici
pants and their Principals reported an upgrading of teaching ability and
enthusiasm. ■"•
Hansen showed that N. S. F. Institutes were one of the profess
ional activities of teachers associated with high achievement with high
school students in the state of Iowa.
Yon showed the nature of the institue program in his survey of
institute sponsors. The survey showed that academic year institutes were
favorable in outcomes«
Murphy indicated that the area of curriculum revision where
science education research has been at its peak, federal government
policies, scientists other than educators, and private foundations have
been the major factors influential in effecting changes. Recent reviews
pertaining to research in science curricula found that "probably the most
important trend was from a Newtonian to an Atomic Picture of the Universe?
A corollary trend was from consideration of the various physical sciences
as separate disciplines to recognition of their unity. These trends
brought increased awareness of the importance of science as a method and
the transient value of certain science subject matter.
The lational Education Association Research Division survey
showed that more than half of the schools were engaged in science curri
culum review and revision before the first Russian satellite was orbited,
however, although activity in course development has been at an un
precedented level, with the trend toward new National Curricula such as
Parker, loc. cit.
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those of the Physical Science Study Committee and the Chemical Board
Approach Projects, reports of accompanying research have been minimal*
Summary of Findings
This section contains a summary of the findings of all the data
presented. Separate summaries and summary tables for each part of the
data are presented. They are as follows i
1. Seventy-five, or 60 per cent of the respondents were male
and fifty, or l|0 per cent were female.
2. One hundred, or 80 per cent of the respondents worked in
schools whose enrollment were less than 2000, and twenty-
five, or 20 per cent worked in schools whose enrollment
exceeded 2000.
3. One hundred ten, or 88 per cent of the respondents attended
a liberal arts college, and fifteen or 12 per cent attended
a teachers college.
k» The years, 1957-19I>9 represent the years the greatest
rnuriber of respondents graduated, 25>-3O per cent,
5. Seventy-five, or 60 per cent of the respondents had nine
weeks of N. S. F. training} twenty, or 16 per cent had
eighteen weeksi fifteen, or 12 per cent had twenty-seven
weeks; ten, or 8 per cent had thirty-six weeksi and five
or k per cent had more than thirty-six weeks of N. S. F.
training.
6. Twenty-five, or 20 per cent of the respondents taught five
biology classes dailyj thirty, or 2l/per cent taught four
biology classes daUyj fifty-five, or hh per cent taught
three biology classes dailyj ten, 8 per cent taught two
biology classes daily; five or k per cent taught only
one biology class each day.
7. One hundred and fifteen, or °2 per cent respondents had
had no assigned periods for preparation! ten, or 8 per cent
had not assigned periods for preparation* and none of the
respondents had two assigned periods for preparation.
8. Sixty-five, or $2 per cent of the respondents had com
bination classroom and laboratory for one sciencej five,
of h per cent had combination classroom and laboratory
for two sciences; ten, or 8 per cent had separate class
rooms for recitation and laboratories; none of the re
spondents had combination classroom and laboratory for
all sciences, and forty-five, or 36 per cent had class
rooms primarily designed for non-science courses.
9. Ninety-five, or 76 per cent of the respondents used Modern
by Moon, Otto, and Towlej ten, or 8 per cent used
by Curtis, Caldwell, and Sherman,- and
twenty, or 16 per cent used Mologv by Krober, Wolff and
Weaver as their textbook.
10. The respondents indicated a variety of teaching methods,
many of which were employed after N. S. F. training.
11. Only fifteen, or 12 per cent of the respondents helped
to make the curriculum; ten, or 8 per cent were casually
consulted; and one hundred, or 80 per cent had no voice
in shaping the curriculum.
12. The respondents reactions to Philosophical beliefs were
basic and varied. N. S. F. participation indicated toe
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inclusion of latent beliefs. For example, "Making
science functional in living."
13. That there was a difference in the performance of
N. S. F. trained teachers after they were trained at
Atlanta University N. S. F. Institutes. This was
documented by increased activities, added disciplines
(advanced science courses), broader use of library aid
printed material, and by beginning seminars to en
lighten other science teachers.
111. That N. S. F. trained teachers influenced their co-
science teachers that were not trained by N. S. F.
programs. This was evidenced by teachers not trained
by N. S. F. programs: requesting seminars led by the
N. S. P. trained persons to discuss recent methods ,
content offerings, and procedures.
15. That N. S. F. trained teachers were assigned the
advanced science classes and given scheduled laboratory
periods. This suggested, in the opinion of the re
spondents, a difference in the science courses taught
by the two groups.
Conclusions.—
1. A ratio of seven (plus) teachers to 1 (7+ - i) received
their schooling in a Liberal Arts College. The ratio
would seem contradictory to teaching aims compiled by
Teacher Training College, however, this may imply a
broader contact with subject matter that enable a
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non-speciali^ed teacher to do a more effective calibre
of teaching.
2. Hearly half of these science teachers have had more than
a minimum of nine weeks of N. S. F. training. This fact
suggests that they have received specialized training in
subject areas that were necessary to upgrade their know
ledge of content and procedures for effective teaching.
3. About half of the respondents have too heavy a teaching
loadj and are not given time within the schedule to
adequately prepare their assignments.
k» Classrooms* of the combination classroom and laboratory
type* are too few. There is need to construct or
remodel classrooms specifically designed for a parti
cular science discipline.
5. There is need for an adequate text that embodies the
newer materials and approaches in biology*
6. Curriculum builders 9 superintendents, principals, and
committees need to consult and use persons trained in
science so as to prepare a more suitable science
offering.
7. The basic philosophical ideas and ideals are present
in the thinking of these N. S. F. trained individuals.
It was evident that upon exposure to our scientific
hertiage^ many ideals became a part of the respondent.
Implications^-The implications that grew out of this research
for theory and practice are characterized belows
1. There is need for interested* alert teachers that have
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been properly trained to teach science disciplines.
2» N. Sa Fe Institutes are vital to the training of
•science teachers, and, necessary to upgrade the
science courser* taught in our secondaiy schools.
3* There is a definite need for administrators to in
crease appropriations for the sciences (expendable
items, chemicals^ equipment, etce)«
h» There is a definite need for administrators to revamp
their thinking in constructing schools so that the
sciences are adequately housed and equipped*
5. There is a need for a revision of the curriculum in
secondary schools to improve science offerings,
6« There is a definite need for curriculim builders to
consider a science teacher's load, and to allot time
within the schedule^ to do a more effective job of
teaching.
Recommendations.—The findings of this research warrant the
following recommendations for better trained science teachers and for
better science offerings within the curriculum;
1. Science teachers should seek the training offered by
N. S. F8 Institutes.
2. Science teachers trained in N. S. F. Institutes should
begin seminars to share their experiences with other
teachers not trained in N* S. Fe Institutes.
3. Science teachers should be an integral part of the
curriculum committee.
h* Science teachers should avail themselves to more free
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and inexpensive literature related to their field.
5. That up-to-date textbook(s) be sought by all science
teachers«
6» Areag where science is taught should be designed for




1. Location of your institution (school) - (city, or county, and state).
2. Sex 3. Age . k» Marital status
5. Total enrolled in all your classes 6. In your biology
class(s) Chemistry class(s) Physics class(s)
Gen. Science Others (specify)
7. Total number of weeks that you have had M. S. F. training.
8. Undergraduate training:
Types of Institutions Dates Undergraduate Year of
(Teachers College, Attended Major and Minor Degree
Liberal Arts, Others)
Degree Received
9. What is the population of the community served by this school?
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Uo
a. Less than 2,000 , b. From 2,000 to 2,500 , c. More than
2,5OO__
10. What is the number of hours you are assigned each day to teach?
11. How many periods (hours) are you given for preparation for your
teaching assignments?
12. How many of your eo-teachers of science have schedules similar to
yours? , How many periods (hours) are they given for their
teaching assignments?
13. Have you started seminars at your school for sharing information
gained in N. S. F. Institutes with your co-workers? Yes No
Ik. Is your equipment adequate for the newer biology curriculum?
Yes No
15. Have you received additional equipment to enhance your teaching
assignment (s)? Yes No
16. Did your co-workers receive similar science equipment? Yes
No • Do you share this equipment? Yes No
17. Facilitiess Check the space which best indicates the typesof
facilities in your school that were available before and after
participation in the Atlanta University N. S. F. Program.
Before After
a. Combination classroom and laboratory with
facility for a single science.
b. Combination classroom and laboratory with
facility for two sciences.
c. Combination classroom and laboratory with
facility for all sciences (multi-purpose
rooms)




e. Few special facilities.
f. Room(s) primarily designed for non-science
courses.
g. The available teacher demonstration equipment
is adequate.
h. There is need for new and modern equipment.
i. The available student laboratory(s) is
adequate.
j. There is need for more modern equipment for
the student laboratory.
k. The supply of general equipment is adequate,
(ringstands, clamps, tubing, etc.)
1. The supply of physical apparatus is adequate,
m. The supply of physical apparatus is adequate,
n. The supply of biological material is
adequate.
18. Methods of teaching: Indicate the best methods and activities which
best describes the practices in your class(s).
Methods and Activities Before After
a. Recitation from textbook assighment(s)
b. Free discussion based on topical
assignments
c. Problem solving or developmental lessons
based on students defined problems
d. Problem-solving lessons on problems stated
in a textbook or which are teacher inspired"
e. Discussion led by student(s)
f• Discussion led by teacher
g. Lecture and explanation
h. Laboratory
i. Supervised class study project(s)
j. Supervised group project(s)
k. Supervised individual study or project(s)
1. Recitation








19. If you use a textbook, please give its name, author(s), date, and
rate it as excellent, good, fair, or poor.
Title of Book Author(s) Date Excellent Good Fair Poor
20, Is B. S. C. S. biologr taught in your school? Yes No
How many classes?
21. How many conventional biology classes are in your school?
22. If B. S. C. S. biology is in your school, how do B. S. C. S.
biology students compare with conventional biology students?
Favorable Unfavorable?
a. Was your comparison made from standardized tests?
Yes No
b. Was your comparison made from teacher-made tests
Yes No
h3









Please indicate your best response that represents your activities
"Before" and "After" your participation in the Atlanta University N. S. F»
Program.
Before After
1. Did you participate in making over-all YesL__No_____ Yes No
for your science curriculum ?
2. Did y©m participate in making over-all Yes No m Ies_ No__
objectives for instruction for your
science class(s)?
3. Did you provide practices in the use of Yes No Yes__No __
skills associated with the process of
scientific inquiry?
k» Did you provide for growth in understand- Yes No Yes___No
ing of basic science themes?
5. Did you provide opportunities for deductive Yes No Yes^ No
application of basic themes to new
situations?
6. Did you encourage development of Yes No Yes No
desirable characteristics of scientists?
7. Did you encourage development of Yes _N© Yes No
desirable attitudes toward science?
8. Was your science program a "fixed Yes__No Yes .No_^
program?"
9a Was your science program a "flexible Yes No Yes No
Program?"
10. Did your school provide facilitfes and Yes__JJo Yes No
opportunities for exploration of the .
unique interests in science and of
individuals?
11. Did you provide first hand experience Yes No
with materials and phenomena being
studied?
12. Were your experiments "open-ended"
experimental activities?
12, a) Did you provide for your class the Yes No Yes No
opportunity for selecting the kind
of equipment or material which will
aid in solving a problem?
13• b) Working with equipment or material Yes Jflo Yes Mo __
with an understanding of its function ~~~~ °~~"
as it relates to the outeome(s) of
the ejcperidient.
c) Recognising the equipment is only a Yes No Yes No
means to the end results.
d) Determine the relationship between Yes No Yes _No
observed actions and the problem.
e) Develop the ability to use scales Yes No Yes No
and division of scales on measuring "* ~~
instruments.
f) Develop the ability to obtain correct Yes No Yes Mo
values from measuring devices. """""" ~"~~
g) Recognizing the capabilities or Yes__mNo_ Yes No
limitation of equipment. ~
h) Returning equipment de an and in good Yes No Yes No
condition. '
i) Ivoiding hazard and consequent Yes No Yes lo
personal accidents. ~~~~
3} Practice habits of neatness and Yes___-Jfo__ y®s No
orderliness. "~~™"
k) Avoiding waste in the use of Yes No Yes lo
materials* "~~" """"""
1) Exercising reasonable care of fragile Yes No Yes Mo
or perishable equipment. ~~~" """"" """~~
llu Did you provide an opportunity for the Yrf No Yes No
student to develop an appreciation of ~ ""~* "™~~





15. Did you provide for students to Yes No Yes No
make use of a variety of up-to-date """""" ~~~~~" ~~~~ "
references and resource material?
16. Did you make use of available instruct- Yes No Yes No
ional aidsj and materials, such as '—" """~"" ~~™~ *"
fllmstrlps, movies, field trips?
17. Did you use resource people as well as Yes No Yes No
resources from your community? °~~~ "■""""" "— -
18. Did your science curriculum contribute Yes No Yea No
to other curriculum areas? '—* —— —— —
19. Did you and your students use school Yes No Yes No
or public library material as source —" "~~~ "~~" —
material for your work in science?
20. Can you operate a recording and Yes No Yes No
transcribing device of any type? —" "™~~" ' —
21. Did you use models* live exhibits* Yes No Yes No
dioramas, etc. in your teaching? "~~~ ~~"~- —
22. Did you or members of your class Yes No Yes No
construct models* exhibits* etc for ~~~" """""" "~~" —
class use1
23. Did you make home-made slides which are Yes No Yes No
appropriate for use in a science class? ~~ ~—" —" —
2l|. If you or members of your classes wish to Yes No Yes ¥o
carry out experiments or demonstrations ~~" "~~" ™— —
for which equipment is not available, do
you devise or aid pupils in devising
such equipment?
25. Do you feel competent to work with Yes No Yes No
normal laboratory and demonstration ~"~" ~~~~" -—- —
equipment?
C°mpetent in hndli h I_No__ Yes No
27. Did you use printed or written material Yes No Yes No
aside from the textbook, laboratory — — —
manuals, and workbook?
28. Did you use in your teaching resource Yes No Yes Wo
units, whether of your own construction ~"~ ~— —*
or obtained from any source what-so-ever?
26 * e^i^ent?1 andl ng suc
U7
Before After
29- Did you use government publications Yes___ No___ Yes No
such as Bulletins of the United
States Department of Agriculture or
The Bureau of Mines in your teaching?
Which of these statements represent basic ideag_and Before After
ideals of yours in teaching?
1» Transmission of the heritage
2. Making science functional in living
3« Developing understandings, attitudes, appreciations
h» Meeting needs of adolescents
5>. Developing broad field approach
6 3 Developing scientific thinking ^^
?e Building better citizenship
88 Arousing and broadening interest^ etc,
9« Developing enthusiasm for a particular area of science
10. Preparation for college
11. Resolution of conflict between science and religion
12. Laying foundation for further scientific work _____
13. Developing better human relations ^^
111* Meeting community needs
15. Teaching the course of study
16. Following group interest
17• Developing Christian character
Check the appropriate space that indicates content material presented
in yoarclass(s) before and after'participation in a N.'S. F. Institute!
Before After
1. Scientific method in biology
2.. Ciaracteristics of living things
kB
Before After
3» Classification of plants and animals
k» the science of life
5. Fundamental properties of life
6. The physical basis of life
7. The chemical basis of life
8» Balance in the world of life
°. Yital factors of environment
10. The simplest plants (algae)
11. Beneficial and faamful plants (bacteria)
12. The Fungi—well-knowi Thallophytes
13. The Mosses and the Ferns
111. The seed plants
15. Hoots and their activities
16. Stems and their activities
17. Leaves and their activities
18. Flowers and Reproduction
19. Fruit and sods
20. Protozoa—The microscopic one-celled animal
21. Sponges and Coelenterates?—Introduction to Metazoa
22* Invertebrates classified as worms
23. The soft-bodied and the spiny-skinned animals
2lu The Arthropods
25. A representative study of Insects
26. Habits of some interesting insects
27. The control of insect pests
h9
Before After
28. Introduction to vertebrates
29. Fish and Fish-like vertebrates
30. Amphibia—Vertebrates with double lives
31. Reptiles—Vertebrates with scales and claws
32. Birds—Vertebrates adapted for flight
33. Mammals—The highest form of animal life
3k. Structure of the human body
35• The nature of foods-
36. Digestion of foods
37• Respiration and Excretion
38. The Blood and circulation
39. The Nervous System
kO» The Sense Organs
111* The body regulators
h2. Alcohol, Narcotics, and Tobacco
U3« Radiation and Biologr
Uu Space Biologr
h$» Microbes
U6. Body defenses and aids against diseases
1*7 • The Conquest of Disease
U8. The Prevention of Disease
k9» The basis of Heredity
50. The Principles of Heredity
5l• Plant and Animal Breeding
52, Genetics Applied to Human Inheritance
53. The Changing World of Life
5U« Conservation of Soil and Water
50
55• Forests and Conservation
56. Wildlife Conservation
Indicate, by checking, whether the topic(s) is (or) included in your
science course(s). Content and Organization of the Methods and Materials
of Science "Before11 and "After" N. S. F. participation. (»B» - Before,
«A» - After).
"B" "A"
1. Historical basis of present practice __
2. Concepts and principles of modern science
3. The lives of great scientists
k» The research basis for specified topics
5. Using community resources in science teaching
6. Teaching for problem solving (scientific method)
7. Student projects and reports
8. Critical problems of modern science
9. Principles of growth and development
10. Discussion--committee work-field trips
11. Providing, use and maintenance of equipment and supplies
12. The chemical, physical and funtional basis of life
13 • Vital factors of environment
lit. Classification of plants and animals
15* Flowerless plants
16. The Higher plants





20. Problems of disease (microbes, body diseases, etc.)
21. Applied biology (Human systems)
22* Comparison of invertebrates and vertebrates
23. Blood typing
21*. Controversial topics (sex education, race, etc.)
25* Space biology
26. Social biology (interrelationship of organisms)
a. Did you make tests geared to your general and specific
objective(s) of this biologr unit(s) tau^it?
b. Were your test questions stated so that experiences
in understanding and interpreting biological
principles could be tested?
c. Were your examinations the instructural as well as
structural or objective-type?
d* Did you provide "practical" examinations usin?
experiments and specimen?
e. Did your examinations require organizational procedures
ii»e., essay examinations)
f. Did you include other means to evaluate students
(laboratory, field work, performance rating, etc.)
Before After
Before After
1. Does your class(s) serve cultural and liberal Yes No Yes No
education function for your pupils? -— —
2. Does your class(s) serve specialized Yes No tm Mo
training function? -— lea No_
5« Does your class(s) insure a scholarly mastery Yes No Yes NO
of the subject(s) taught pupils? "*~~ "~— —"
$2
Before After
6. Does your class (s) insure skill and Yes No Yes No
competence in the learning process """"" "
developed through realistic experiences
with actual problems which arise?
7. Does your class (s) insure contact with all Yes No Yes No
the major areas of human knowledge, ~ — "
endeavor, and creative thought.
8. Does your class(s) provide for active Yes_ No Yes No
participation in organised science fairs?
9. Does your class(s) provide for pupil Yes No Yes No
membership in science organisations? ~~ —— """"* "
10. Does your class(s) provide the informat- Yes_No Yes No
ion and encouragement for student "~ — "
participation in National Science
Institutes provided for superior science
students?
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